7. Kin 208, Yellow Cosmic Star Moon, 13th moon, 7 Storm Year (27 June – 24
July 2013), Recollection of the Power of the Seventh day of Creation, “Cosmic
Elegance”
Day Out of Time, 1008-day cycle complete, Earth Cubed, mystic era dawns.
Kin 208 Moon completes four Dreamspell Castles of 52 kin each for a total
of 208 kin. Kin 209 (Galactic Synchronization, 26 July 2013) is entry into the
fifth castle, the Green Central Castle of Enchantment, the Age of the Centre,
the Era of the Noosphere
Kin 208: YELLOW COSMIC STAR
I endure in order to beautify
Transcending art
I seal the store of elegance
With the cosmic tone of presence
I am guided by the power of free will

MAGIC FLIGHT
MONKEY GENESIS COMPLETE
Year of the Blue Resonant Storm (2012-2013) Shambhala on the Earth. The Cycle closes as
rainbow of Universal Wisdom-OMA
16 Telektonon Year of the Cube of the Law
Cube 16: The Warrior
Realm of the 9° Lord of Time: Guardian of ON=144.000
16 Wavespell of the Warrior from Kin 196 to Kin 208: Power of Intelligence
Kin 208, Yellow Cosmic Star, is the thirteenth step of the Wavespell of The Yellow Magnetic
Warrior – 16 wavespell of the 16 cube of the law year- and represents the Cosmic Moon of the
Turtle, Moon of presence. How can I expand my joy and love ?
The warrior endures in order to bring beauty and live time as art and go beyond that as well. He is
elegant in his total presence and ascension.
The warrior recollects the power of the seventh day of creation, “Cosmic Elegance”
Kin 208, Yellow Cosmic Star, is the Seventh Mystic Moon of the 7 Moons that occur before the
synchronization with the Galaxy.

Archangels of Aura-Soma related to this Seventh Mystic Moon are
Archangel Metatron , Clear/ Deep Magenta and Archangel Jeremiel, Mid point
Turquoise/Mid Point Olive, the female guide that flows in synchronicity with Art and Beauty
and transcends in cosmic elegance. In the presence of the sweetness of a de-frozen heart a
magic flight can happen. In that flight we are assisted also by the energy of Archangel
Zachariel. Divine Love, Grace and Mercy wash away the bitterness of past in the hope of a
new life on earth and come down on us as a gentle rain

Affirmations
Archangel Metatron: ” I shine the light in the shadow” . A new dawn for the inner worlds
Archangel Jeremiel : Letting go of the past brings changes of perspective so that I may
communicate through a loving and truthful heart.
Archangel Zachariel: Love comes in the Letting Go
Kin 209 ( Galactic Synchronization, 26 July 2013) is the entrance in the 5th Castle, the Central
Green Castle of Enchantment, The Age of the centre, the Age of the Noosphere.

